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Abstract

We study the existence and uniqueness of global strong solutions to the equations of an incom-
pressible viscoelastic fluid in a spatially periodic domain, and show that a unique strong solution
exists globally in time if the initial deformation and velocity are small for the given physical
parameters. In particular, the initial velocity can be large for the large elasticity coefficient.
The result of this paper mathematically verifies that the elasticity can prevent the formation
of singularities of strong solutions with large initial velocity, thus playing a similar role to vis-
cosity in preventing the formation of singularities in viscous flows. Moreover, for given initial
velocity perturbation and zero initial deformation around the rest state, we find, as the elasticity
coefficient or time go to infinity, that

(1) any straight line segment l0 consisted of fluid particles in the rest state, after being bent
by a velocity perturbation, will turn into a straight line segment that is parallel to l0 and
has the same length as l0 (see Remark 1.3).

(2) the motion of the viscoelastic fluid can be approximated by a linear pressureless motion in
Lagrangian coordinates, even when the initial velocity is large.

Moreover, the above mentioned phenomena can also be found in the corresponding compressible
fluid case.

Keywords: Incompressible/compressible viscoelastic flows; strong solutions; exponential
stability; elasticity coefficient.

1. Introduction

The motion of an incompressible viscoelastic fluid can be described by the following equations,
which include a viscous stress component and a stress component for a neo-Hookean solid:











ρvt + ρv · ∇v +∇p− µ∆v = κdiv(UUT),

Ut + v · ∇U = ∇vU,
divv = 0,

(1.1)

where the unknowns v := v(x, t), and U := U(x, t) denote the velocity, and deformation tensor (a
3×3 matrix valued function) of the fluid, respectively. The three positive (physical) parameters
ρ, µ and κ stand for the density, shear viscosity coefficient and elasticity coefficient, respectively,
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where κ can be defined by the ratio between the kinetic and elastic energies, see [24], and we call
the term κdiv(UUT) the elasticity.

For strong solutions of the both Cauchy and initial-boundary value problems for (1.1), the
authors in [3, 21, 25, 26] have established the global(-in-time) existence of solutions in various
functional spaces whenever the initial data is a small perturbation around the rest state (0, I),
where I is the identity matrix. We also refer the reader to [1, 4, 27, 28, 34] and references therein
for the local and global existence of solutions to other closely related models in viscoelastic fluids,
and [32] for numerical evidences of singularities. The global existence of weak solutions to (1.1)
with small perturbations near the rest state is established by Hu–Lin [7]. It is still, however,
a longstanding open problem whether a global solution of the equations of incompressible vis-
coelastic fluids exists for any general large initial data, even in the two-dimensional case. In
addition, other mathematical topics for viscoelastic fluids have also been widely investigated,
such as the large-times behavior of solutions [11], the incompressible limit [23], the regularity of
solutions [2, 19] and so on.

It is well-known that viscoelasticity is a material property that exhibits both viscous and
elastic characteristics when undergoing deformation. In particular, an elastic fluid strains when
stretched and quickly returns to its original state once the stress is removed. This means that
the elasticity will have a stabilizing effect in the motion of elastic/viscoelastic fluids. Moreover,
the larger κ is, the stronger this stabilizing effect will be. Indeed, this stabilizing phenomenon
has been mathematically verified recently. For example, in [20, 22, 30, 31] the authors used
hyperbolicity of the system (1.1) with µ = 0 to establish an interesting global existence result
of classical solutions for small initial data in a subspace of Hs(R3) (s > 8). Note that such a
result is not known for the Euler equations, where the elastic effect is not present. In addition,
in [13, 16, 18], Jiang et.al. proved that the elasticity can inhibit the Rayleigh–Taylor instability
in viscoelastic flows when κ is properly large.

In this paper, we prove the global existence of strong solutions to the initial value problem of
(1.1) defined in a periodic domain (i.e., the motion of the viscoelastic fluid is spatially periodic),
when the initial deformation (i.e, U − I at t = 0) and the initial velocity are small for given
parameters. We should remark that the initial velocity can be large if the elasticity coefficient
is large. This means that the strong elasticity can prevents the development of singularities
even when the initial velocity is large, thus playing a similar role to viscosity in preventing the
formation of singularities in viscous flows. Moreover, our analysis will reveal that for a given
initial velocity perturbation and the zero initial deformation, as κ or t→ ∞,

(1) any straight line segment l0 consisted of fluid particles in the rest state, after being bent
by a velocity perturbation, will turn into a straight line segment that is parallel to l0 and
has the same length as l0, see Remark 1.3.

(2) roughly speaking, the motion of the viscoelastic fluid can be approximated by a linear
pressureless motion in Lagrangian coordinates, even though the initial velocity is large. In
particular, the difference between the solutions of the linearized problem and those of the
nonlinear problem enjoys the decay rate

√
κ−1e−c̃3t, see (1.24).

We shall see that the above two claims will be also true for the corresponding compressible
model which reads as follows.











ρt + div(ρv) = 0,

ρvt + ρv · ∇v +∇P (ρ) = µ∆v + λ∇divv + κdiv(UUT/detU),

Ut + v · ∇U = ∇vU.
(1.2)
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Here the pressure function P (τ) ∈ C2(R) in (1.2) is always assumed to be positive and strictly
increasing with respect to τ , λ := ς+µ/3 with ς > 0 being the bulk viscosity coefficient. The term
κdiv(UUT/detU) is called elasticity, where the elasticity coefficient κ is still a positive constant
for simplicity. It should be noted that detU = 1 in (1.1) due to the incompressibility, and the
density ρ is unknown in (1.2) due to the compressibility. We mention that the well-posedness of
(1.2) has also been widely studied, see [6, 8–10] for examples.

Since it seems difficult to directly obtain the existence of strong solutions to (1.1) for some
classes of large data. Next, we shall reformulate the motion equations in Lagrangian coordinates.

1.1. Reformulation

We first reformulate the motion equations (1.1) in Lagrangian coordinates, the corresponding
compressible case will be dealt with in Section 1.3.

Keeping in mind that in this paper the system (1.1) is considered in a periodic domain,
without loss of generality, we take the periodic domain to be T

3, where T := R/Z. Let the flow
map ζ be the solution to

{

∂tζ(y, t) = v(ζ(y, t), t) in T
3 × R

+,

ζ(y, 0) = ζ0(y) in T
3.

(1.3)

In Lagrangian coordinates, the deformation tensor Ũ(y, t) is defined by the Jacobi matrix of
ζ(y, t):

Ũ(y, t) := ∇ζ(y, t), i.e., Ũij := ∂jζi(y, t).

When we study this deformation tensor in Eulerian coordinates, it is defined by

U(x, t) := ∇ζ(ζ−1(x, t), t).

Moreover, by virtue of the chain rule, it is easy to check that U(x, t) automatically satisfies the
deformation equation (1.1)2. This means that the deformation tensor in Lagrangian coordinates
can be directly represented by ζ , if the initial data U0 also satisfies

U0 := ∇ζ0(ζ−1
0 , 0). (1.4)

Next, we proceed to rewrite the elasticity in Lagrangian coordinates. For this purpose,
we introduce the matrix A := (Aij)3×3 and some differential operators involving A. Define
AT := (∇ζ)−1 := (∂jζi)

−1
3×3. The differential operators ∇A, divA and ∆A are defined by

∇Af := (A1k∂kf,A2k∂kf,A3k∂kf)
T, divA(X1, X2, X3)

T := Alk∂kXl and ∆Af := divA∇Af for
a scalar function f and a vector function X := (X1, X2, X3)

T. It should be noted that we have
used the Einstein convention of summation over repeated indices, and ∂k ≡ ∂yk .

Let J = det∇ζ . Obviously, detU |x=ζ = J . It is well-known that

∂k(JAik) = 0. (1.5)

By (1.5) and the relation AT∇ζ = I, we have

div(UUT/detU)|x=ζ =divA(∇ζ∇ζT/J) = div(AT(∇ζ∇ζT))/J = ∆η/J. (1.6)

Now, assume det∇ζ0 = 1, then det∇ζ = 1 due to the divergence-free condition (1.1)3. For
the incompressible case, (1.6) thus reduces to

div(UUT)|x=ζ = ∆η. (1.7)
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Let η := ζ − y and
(u, q)(y, t) = (v, p)(ζ(y, t), t) for (y, t) ∈ T

3 × R
+.

By virtue of (1.1)1, (1.1)3, (1.3)1 and (1.7), the evolution equations for (η, u, q) in Lagrangian
coordinates read as follows.















ηt = u,

ρut − µ∆Au+∇Aq = κ∆η,

divAu = 0,

(1.8)

with initial data:
(η, u)|t=0 = (η0, u0) in T

3. (1.9)

1.2. Results for the incompressible case

Before stating our results, we introduce some simplified notations:

fh := (f1, f2), R
+
0 := [0,∞), IT := (0, T ), QT := T

3 × IT ,

∫

:=

∫

T3

,

(w)T3 :=

∫

wdy, Lr := Lr(T3) =W 0,r(T3), Hk := W k,2(T3),

‖ · ‖k := ‖ · ‖Hk , Ih0 (w, η) := ‖(w,√κ∇η)‖22,
H3

∗ := {η ∈ H3 | η(y, t) + y : R3 → R
3 is a C1-diffeomorphism mapping},

H3
∗,1 := {η ∈ H3

∗ | det∇(η + y) = 1}, H1
σ := {u ∈ H1 | divu = 0},

Hk := {w ∈ Hk | (w)T3 = 0}, Hk
σ := H1

σ ∩Hk,

UT := {v ∈ C0([0, T ), H2) | vt ∈ L∞(IT , L
2), ∇v ∈ L2(IT , H

2), vt ∈ L2(IT , H
1)},

‖v‖UT
:=
√

‖v‖2
C0(IT ,H2)

+ ‖vt‖2L∞(IT ,L2) + ‖(v, vt)‖2L2(IT ,H3×H1),

‖qk‖QT
:=
√

‖∇q‖2L∞(IT ,L2) + ‖∇q‖2L2(IT ,H1),

where 1 < r 6 ∞ and k is a non-negative integer.
The letters ci respectively cPi (1 6 i 6 5) are fixed constants which may depend on the

parameters ρ and µ respectively P (·), ρ̄, µ and λ in (1.32)2. The letters c0, c, cP and cκ will
denote generic positive constants that may vary from line to line. Moreover, c0 is independent
of any parameters, while cκ may depend on ρ and µ as well as κ, c and cP on some parameters
such as ci and c

P
i respectively. a .0 b, a . b, a .P b and a 6 cκb mean that a 6 c0b, a 6 cb,

a 6 cPb and a .κ b, respectively.
Next, we state the main results for the incompressible case. The first result is concerned with

the existence of strong solutions to the initial value problem (1.8)–(1.9) in some classes of large
initial data:

Theorem 1.1. There are constants c1 > 1 and c2 ∈ (0, 1], such that for any (η0, u0) ∈ H3
∗,1×H2

and κ, satisfying divA0u0 = 0 and

κ >
1

c2
max

{

2
√

c1Ih0 (u
0, η0), (4c1I

h
0 (u

0, η0))2
}

, (1.10)
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where A0 denotes the initial data of A, the initial value problem (1.8)–(1.9) admits a unique
global solution (η, u, q) ∈ C0(R+

0 , H
3)× U∞ × L∞(R+, H2). Moreover, the solution (η, u) enjoys

the stability estimate

‖(u,√κ∇η)‖22 +
∫ t

0

‖∇(u,
√
κη)‖22dτ . Ih0 (u

0, η0). (1.11)

In addition, it holds that

‖divη‖22 . ‖∇η‖22, (1.12)

‖∇q‖21 . ‖∇u‖21 + κ‖∇η‖22, (1.13)

‖Ã‖2 .0 ‖∇η‖2 .0 1, (1.14)

where Ã := A− I.

Now we briefly sketch the proof idea of Theorem 1.1. If we multiply (1.8)2 by u in L2, then
we get the basic energy identity:

1

2

d

dt

(

ρ‖u‖20 + κ‖∇η‖20
)

+ µ‖∇Au‖20 = 0, (1.15)

which implies

ρ

κ
‖u‖20 + ‖∇η‖20 +

2µ

κ

∫ t

0

‖∇Au‖20dτ 6
I0
κ
, (1.16)

where I0 := ρ‖u0‖20 + κ‖∇η0‖20. In particular, we see that ‖∇η‖0 → 0 as κ → ∞ for fixed I0.
This key observation motivates us to conclude that the equation (1.8) may be approximated by
the following linear equations for sufficiently large κ:















ηlt = ul,

ρult − µ∆ul +∇ql = κ∆ηl,

divul = 0.

(1.17)

Since the linear equations have global solutions with large initial data, we could expect that the
initial value problem (1.8)–(1.9) may also admit a global large solution for sufficiently large κ
(with fixed Ih0 (u

0, η0)) as stated in Theorem 1.1.
Thus, to obtain Theorem 1.1, the key step is to derive the a priori estimate (1.11) under

sufficiently large κ. Fortunately, by careful energy estimates, we find that the estimate (1.16)
still holds for higher order spatial derivatives of (η, u) under sufficiently large κ. Namely, we can
conclude that there are constants K (depending possibly on Ih0 (u

0, η0) but not on T ) and δ, such
that

sup
06t<T

‖(u(t),√κ∇η(t))‖2 6 K/2, (1.18)

provided that
sup

06t<T
‖(u(t),√κ∇η(t))‖2 6 K for any given T (1.19)

and
max{K,K4}/κ ∈ (0, δ2]. (1.20)
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Based on the above fact and the existence of a unique local solution, we can immediately
obtain Theorem 1.1. The detailed proof will be presented in Section 2. In addition, the proof of
the existence of a unique local solution will be given in Section 5.

The second result is concerned with the properties of the solution (η, u) to the initial value
problem (1.8)–(1.9) in Theorem 1.1.

Theorem 1.2. Let (η, u) be the solution established in Theorem 1.1, then we have

(1) Exponential stability of (η, u):

‖(ū,√κ∇η)‖22 +
∫ t

0

(‖ū‖23 + κ‖∇η‖22)ec3(τ−t)dτ . e−c3tIh0 (ū
0, η0), ∀ t > 0, (1.21)

where ū := u− (u0)T3 and ū0 := u0 − (u0)T3.

(2) Large-time behavior of η:

‖η̄‖22 +
∫ t

0

‖η̄‖22dτ . e−c3tIh0 (ū
0, η0)/κ, (1.22)

‖η − (u0)T3t−̟‖23 +
∫ t

0

‖η − (u0)T3t−̟‖23ec3(τ−t)dτ . e−c3tIh0 (ū
0, η0)/κ, (1.23)

where η̄ := η − η(yh, 0, t) and ̟ = (η0)T3/8π3.

(3) Stability of (η, u) around (ηl, ul):

‖ud‖22 + κ‖ηd‖23 +
∫ t

0

‖(ud,√κηd)‖23ec3(τ−t)dτ

.
√
κ−1max{1,√κ−1}e−c3t

×
(

√

Ih0 (u
0, η0) + Ih0 (u

0, η0)

)

(‖∇η0‖22Ih0 (u0, η0) + Ih0 (ū
0, η0)). (1.24)

Here (ηd, ud) := (η−ηl, u−ul) and (ηl, ul) ∈ C0(R+
0 , H

3)×U∞ is the unique strong solution
of the linear system (1.17) with ql = 0 and initial data:

(ηl, ul)|t=0 = (η0 + ηr, u0 + ur), (1.25)

where (ηr, ur) ∈ H3 ×H2 has the following properties:

(a) div(u0 + ur) = 0 and ‖ur‖2 .0 ‖∇η0‖2‖u0‖2.
(b) div(η0 + ηr) = 0 and ‖ηr‖3 .0 ‖∇η0‖22.

Remark 1.1. We give an explanation why the initial data (η0, u0) has to be modified as in
(1.25).

(1) Since the initial data for ul has to satisfy the divergence-free condition, i.e., div(ul|t=0) = 0,
one thus has to adjust the initial data u0 as in (1.25).

(2) The initial data η0 for η can be directly used as an initial data for η1. In this case one
can see that divηl = divη0. Consequently, the decay-in-time of ∇ηd by (1.21) can not be
expected, unless divη0 = 0. Hence, we have to modify η0 as in (1.25), so that the new
initial data“η0 + ηr” also satisfies the divergence-free condition.
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Remark 1.2. Let us try to give a physical meaning hidden in (1.22). Consider the viscoelastic
fluid in a periodic cell (0, 2π)3, and think that the fluid is made up of infinite fluid segments that
are parallel to x3-axis. Now, we consider a straight line segment denoted by l0 in (0, 2π)3 at t = 0,
and any given (fluid) particle y in l0. The two particles at the upper and lower endpoints are
denoted by y1 and y2, and note that yh = y1h = y2h. We disturb the rest state by a perturbation
(η0, u0) at t = 0. Then, the line segment l0 will be bent and move to a new location at time t
that may be curved line segment and denoted by lt. Since the motion of the fluid is spatially
periodic, the segment y1y2 is thus parallel to x3-axis and can be represented by

ln : xh = ηh(yh, 0, t) + yh, x3 = η3(yh, 0, t) + y3, 0 6 y3 6 2π.

At time t, the new location of a particle y on l0 is given by η(y, t) + y. Thus we see that |η̄(y, t)|
has a geometric meaning, namely, it represents the distance between the two points η(y, t) + y
on lt and (ηh(yh, 0, t) + yh, η3(yh, 0, t) + y3) on l

n.
By (1.22) and the interpolation inequality (2.8), we see that

|η̄(y, t)| . e−c3tIh0 (ū
0, η0)/κ.

In particular, for the case η0 = 0,

|η̄(y, t)| . e−c3t‖u0‖22/κ,

from which and the geometric meaning of |η̄(y, t)| we immediately see that the curve lt oscillates
around ln, and the amplitude tends to zero, as κ or t is extremely large.

Remark 1.3. Similar to Remark 1.2, we can also give a physical meaning hidden in (1.23).
Namely, consider a straight line segment l0 consisted of fluid particles in the rest state and
perturb the segment by a velocity, thus it will be bent. Then, as κ or t → ∞, the perturbed
segment will turn into a straight line segment that is parallet to l0 and has the same length as
l0.

The detailed derivation of Theorem 1.2 will be given in Section 3.
Finally, we mention that the existence result in Lagrangian coordinates from Theorem 1.1 can

be recovered to the one in Eulerian coordinates. In fact, noting that the solution η in Theorem
1.1 satisfies

ζ := η(y, t) + y : R3 → R
3 is a C1 diffeomorphism mapping, (1.26)

and using an inverse transform of the Lagrangian coordinates, i.e., (v, U, p) := (u,∇ζ, q)|y=ζ−1, we
can easily get a global solution of (1.1) from Theorem 1.1. More precisely, we have the following
conclusion, the proof of which is referred to [12, Theorem 1.2].

Theorem 1.3. Let (v0, U0) ∈ H2
σ ×H2 and κ satisfy

(1) U0 = ∇ζ0(ζ−1
0 (x)), where η0 := ζ0(y)− y ∈ H3

∗,1,

(2) divA0(v0(ζ0)) = 0,

(3) (1.10) holds with v0(ζ0) in place of u0.

Then, the initial value problem of (1.1) with initial data (v, U)|t=0 = (v0, U0) admits a unique
global solution ((v, U), p) ∈ C0(R+

0 , H
2
σ ×H2)× L∞(R+, H2).
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1.3. Results for the compressible case

In this subsection we describe a further extension of the above results for incompressible
viscoelastic fluids to the corresponding compressible fluid case.

Similarly to (1.8), we first rewrite (1.2) in Lagrangian coordinates. For this purpose, let ζ be
the flow map as in (1.3). If U0 satisfies (1.4), similarly to (1.8), we can easily write the evolution
equations for (η, ̺, u) in Lagrangian coordinates as follows.















ηt = u,

̺t + ̺divAu = 0,

̺ut +∇AP (̺) = µ∆Av + λ∇AdivAv + κ∆η/J,

(1.27)

where ̺(y, t) := ρ(η(y, t) + y, t).
Then, we consider a rest state (ρ̄, 0, I) of (1.2) and expect the time-asymptotic behavior like

ζ(y, t) → y and ̺(y, t) → ρ̄ as t→ ∞. (1.28)

It follows from (1.27)1 that
Jt = JdivAu, (1.29)

which, together with (1.27)2, yields
∂t(̺J) = 0. (1.30)

Thus we deduce from the asymptotic behavior (1.28) and (1.30) that ̺0J0 = ̺J = ρ̄, which
implies ̺ = ρ̄J−1, provided the initial data (̺0, J0) satisfies

̺0 = ρ̄J−1
0 , (1.31)

where ̺0 and J0 are the initial data of ̺ and J , respectively.
Therefore, if one further imposes the assumption (1.31) initially, the equations (1.27) can be

written as follows.
{

ηt = u,

ρ̄ut + J(∇AP (ρ̄J
−1)− µ∆Au− λ∇AdivAu) = κ∆η.

(1.32)

Finally, we impose the initial value conditions for (1.32):

(η, u)|t=0 = (η0, u0). (1.33)

Then we have the following conclusion for the initial value problem (1.32) and (1.33):

Theorem 1.4. There are constants cP1 > 1 and cP2 ∈ (0, 1], such that for any (η0, u0) ∈ H3
∗ ×H2

and κ satisfying

κ >
1

cP2
max

{

(

2
√

cP1 I
h
0 (u

0, η0)

)2/3

, (4cP1 I
h
0 (u

0, η0))2

}

,

the initial value problem (1.32) and (1.33) admits a unique global solution (η, u) ∈ C0(R+
0 , H

3
∗ ×

H2). Moreover, the solution (η, u) enjoys the stability estimate (1.11) with “.P” in place of “.”,
(1.14) and 1/2 6 det(∇η + I) 6 3/2.
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The properties on the solution given in Theorem 1.2 can also be extended to the solution
(η, u) established in Theorem 1.4. Namely,

Theorem 1.5. Let (η, u) be the solution given by Theorem 1.4, then

(1) (η, u) satisfies (1.21)–(1.23) with some constant cP3 and “.P” in place of c3 and “.”,
respectively.

(3) The following stability of (η, u) around the solution (ηl, ul) holds.

‖ud‖22 + κ‖ηd‖23 +
∫ t

0

‖(ud,√κηd)‖23ec
P

3
(τ−t)dτ

.P

√
κ
−1

max{1, κ−1}e−cP
3
t|Ih0 (u0, η0)|3/2, (1.34)

where (ηd, ud) := (η − ηl, u− ul), (ηl, ul) ∈ C0(R+
0 , H

3)× U∞ is the unique strong solution
of the following linearized problem:











ηt = u,

ρ̄ut −∇(P ′(ρ̄)ρ̄ divη + λdivu)−∆(µu+ κη) = 0,

(η, u)|t=0 = (η0, u0).

(1.35)

Remark 1.4. Analogously to Theorem 1.3, one can also obtain an existence result of a unique
global solution to (1.2) from Theorem 1.4.

The proof of Theorems 1.4 and 1.5 is similar to that for the incompressible case and will be
sketched in Section 4.

2. Proof of Theorem 1.1

This section is devoted to the proof of Theorem 1.1, in which the key step is to establish
the (a priori) stability estimate (1.11) under a proper assumption. To this end, let (η, u, q) be
a solution of the initial value problem (1.8)–(1.9) defined on QT for any given T > 0, where
η0 ∈ H3

∗,1, divA0u0 = 0 and (q)T3 = 0.
We further assume that (η, u) and K satisfy (1.19) and (1.20), where K > 1 will be defined by

(2.30), and δ ∈ (0, 1] is a sufficiently small constant. We should keep in mind that the smallness
of δ only depends on the parameters ρ and µ in what follows. In addition, we see from (1.19)
and (1.20) that

sup
06t<T

‖∇η(t)‖2 .0 δ. (2.1)

Next our aim is to establish the stability estimate (1.11), while (η, u) enjoys the estimate
(1.18). To begin with, we introduce some preliminary estimates.

Lemma 2.1. (1) Let η satisfy (2.1) with δ ∈ (0, 1], then

‖Ã‖2 .0 ‖∇η‖2 .0 δ, (2.2)

‖Ãt‖1 .0 ‖∇u‖1, (2.3)

‖divη‖2 .0 ‖∇η‖22. (2.4)

(2) Let η satisfy (2.1) with δ sufficiently small, then

‖∇w‖0 .0 ‖∇Aw‖0 .0 ‖∇w‖0 for any ∇w ∈ L2. (2.5)
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(3) It holds that for any given i > 1,

‖∇iw‖0 6 ‖w‖i 6 c̃i‖∇iw‖0 for any w ∈ H i, (2.6)

where the constant c̃i > 0 only depends on i.

Proof. Let us recall some well-known inequalities.

• Embedding inequality: for given 1 6 r 6 6,

‖f‖Lr 6 c̃r‖f‖1 for any f ∈ H1, (2.7)

where the constant c̃r only depends on r.

• Interpolation inequalities: let 1 6 j < i, then

‖f‖L∞ .0 ‖f‖1/21 ‖f‖1/22 for any f ∈ H2, (2.8)

‖f‖j 6 c̃i,j‖f‖1−j/i
0 ‖f‖j/ii for any f ∈ H i, (2.9)

where the constant c̃i,j only depends on i and j.

• Poincáre’s inequality: let r > 1, then

‖f‖rLr 6 c̃r

(

‖∇f‖rLr +

∣

∣

∣

∣

∫

fdy

∣

∣

∣

∣

r)

for any f ∈ W 1,r,

where the constant c̃r only depends on r.

(1) Noting that det(∇η0 + I) = 1, then

det(∇η + I) = 1. (2.10)

Recalling the definition of A, we see that

A = (A∗
ij)3×3, (2.11)

where A∗
ij is the algebraic complement minor of (i, j)-th entry of the matrix (∂jζi)3×3.

Using Hölder’s inequality, one can easily derive from (2.11) that

‖Ã‖2 .0 (1 + ‖∇η‖L∞)‖∇η‖2 + ‖∇2η‖L3‖∇2η‖L6 . (2.12)

If we make use of (2.1), (2.7) and (2.8), we immediately get (2.2) from (2.12). In a similar
manner, we can also derive (2.3) by employing (1.8)1.

In view of (2.10), we easily verify that

1 = det(∇η + I) = 1 + divη + rη, (2.13)

where rη := ((divη)2 − tr(∇η)2)/2 + det∇η. Thus, divη = −rη, which implies that

‖divη‖2 .0(1 + ‖∇η‖L∞)(‖∇η‖L∞ + ‖∇η‖2)‖∇η‖2 .0 ‖∇η‖22. (2.14)

Therefore, (2.4) is obtained.
(2) Exploiting (2.2) and (2.8), one has

‖∇Aw‖0 .0 (1 + ‖Ã‖L∞)‖∇w‖0 .0 ‖∇w‖0,
‖∇w‖0 .0 ‖∇Ãw‖0 + ‖∇Aw‖0 .0 δ‖∇w‖0 + ‖∇Aw‖0,

which imply (2.5) for sufficiently small δ.
(3) Finally, (2.6) easily follows from Poincáre’s inequality. This completes the proof of Lemma

2.1. �
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Lemma 2.2. Under the condition (2.1) with sufficiently small δ, the following estimate hold.

‖∇q‖1 . ‖∇u‖21 + κ‖∇η‖22. (2.15)

Proof. Let α satisfy |α| = 1. Applying ∂αdivA to (1.8)2, and using the identity divAut =
−divAtu, we have ∂α∆q = ∂αf , where

f := κ(∆divη + divÃ∆η) + ρdivAtu− (divÃ∇Aq + div∇Ãq).

From the regularity theory of elliptic equations one gets

‖∇q‖1 .0 ‖f‖0. (2.16)

In addition, it is easy to deduce that

‖f‖0 .κ(‖∆divη‖0 + ‖Ã‖L∞‖∇3η‖0) + ‖At‖L3‖∇u‖L6

+ ‖∇A‖L3‖∇q‖L6(1 + ‖Ã‖L∞) + ‖Ã‖L∞‖∇2q‖0(1 + ‖A‖L∞)

.κ(‖divη‖2 + ‖∇η‖22) + ‖At‖1‖∇u‖1 + δ(‖∇q‖L6 + ‖∇2q‖0)

.κ‖∇η‖22 + ‖∇u‖21 + δ‖∇2q‖0, (2.17)

where we have used (2.2), (2.7) and (2.8) in the second inequality, and (2.3), (2.4) and Poincáre’s
inequality in the last inequality. Finally, inserting (2.17) into (2.16), we get (2.15). �

Next we proceed to derive more estimates of (η, u).

Lemma 2.3. Under the assumptions (1.19)–(1.20) with sufficiently small δ, it holds that

d

dt

(

ρ‖∇2u‖20 + κ‖∇3η‖20
)

+ µ‖∇3u‖20 . δκ‖∇η‖22. (2.18)

Proof. We begin with rewriting (1.8)2 and (1.8)3 into a nonhomogeneous form:

{

ρut −∆(µu+ κη) +∇q = N 1,

divu = −divÃu,
(2.19)

where N 1 := µ(divÃ∇Au+ div∇Ãu)−∇Ãq.
An application of ∂α with |α| = 2 to (2.19) yields

{

ρ∂αut +∇∂αq −∆∂α(µu+ κη) = ∂αN 1,

div∂αu = −∂αdivÃu.
(2.20)

Then, multiplying (2.20)1 by ∂αu in L2, integrating by parts and using (2.20)2, we get

1

2

d

dt

(

ρ‖∂αu‖20 + κ‖∇∂αη‖20
)

+ µ‖∇∂αu‖20

=

∫

∂αN 1 · ∂αudy −
∫

∂αq∂αdivÃudy =: I1 + I2, ( |α| = 2 ) (2.21)
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where the integral I1 can be bounded as follows, using integration by parts, (2.6) and (2.15).

I1 . ‖∇N 1‖0‖∇3u‖0
. (‖Ã‖L∞((1 + ‖A‖L∞)‖∇3u‖0 + ‖∇2q‖0) + ‖∇Ã‖L3((1 + ‖Ã‖L∞)‖∇2u‖L6

+ ‖∇q‖L6) + (‖∇2A‖0(1 + ‖Ã‖L∞) + ‖∇Ã‖L6‖∇A‖L3)‖∇u‖L∞)‖∇3u‖0
. ‖∇η‖2(‖∇u‖22 + ‖∇3u‖0‖∇2q‖0)
. ‖∇η‖2‖∇3u‖20(1 + ‖∇u‖1) + κ‖∇η‖32‖∇3u‖0. (2.22)

Similarly, I2 can be estimated as follows.

I2 . ‖∇2q‖0(‖∇2Ã‖0‖∇u‖L∞ + ‖∇Ã‖L3‖∇2u‖L6 + ‖Ã‖L∞‖∇3u‖0)
. ‖∇η‖2‖∇3u‖20‖∇u‖1 + κ‖∇η‖32‖∇3u‖0. (2.23)

Plugging (2.22) and (2.23) into (2.21), and employing (1.19), (1.20) and Young’s inequality,
we obtain (2.18). �

Lemma 2.4. Under the assumptions (1.19)–(1.20) with sufficiently small δ, it hold that

d

dt



ρ
∑

|α|=2

∫

∂αη∂αudy +
µ

2
‖∇3η‖20



+
κ

2
‖∇3η‖20 6 ρ‖∇2u‖20 + cδ‖∇3u‖20. (2.24)

Proof. We multiply (2.20)1 by ∂αη (|α| = 2) in L2 and use (1.8)1 to get

d

dt

(

ρ

∫

∂αη∂αudy +
µ

2
‖∇∂αη‖20

)

+ κ‖∇∂αη‖20 = ρ‖∂αu‖20 + I3 + I4, (2.25)

where

I3 :=

∫

∂αN 1 · ∂αηdy and I4 :=

∫

∂αq∂αdivηdy.

Similarly to (2.22) and (2.23), I3 and I4 can be controlled as follows.

|I3| .‖∇N 1‖0‖∇3η‖0 . ‖∇η‖22‖∇3u‖0(1 + ‖∇u‖1) + κ‖∇η‖42
and

|I4| . ‖divη‖2‖∇2q‖0 . ‖∇η‖22(‖∇u‖21 + κ‖∇η‖22), (2.26)

where we have used (2.4) in the second inequality in (2.26).
Putting the above estimates into (2.25), and using (1.19)–(1.20) and (2.6), we get (2.24). �

Now, we are in a position to show (1.11). If one makes use of (2.6), (2.18) and (2.24), then
one has

d

dt
E1 + c‖∇(u,

√
κη)‖22 6 ρ‖∇2u‖20, (2.27)

where

E1 := c4(ρ‖∇2u‖20 + κ‖∇3η‖20) + ρ
∑

|α|=2

∫

∂αη∂αudy +
µ

2
‖∇3η‖20

satisfies ‖∇u‖21 + ‖√κ∇η‖22 . E1.
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Noting that (η, u) satisfies (1.15), using (2.5), (2.6) and the interpolation inequality (2.9), we
further get from (1.15) and (2.27) that there are constants δ1 ∈ (0, 1], c5 and c, such that

d

dt
E2 + c(‖∇(u,

√
κη)‖22) 6 0 (2.28)

for any K and κ satisfying (1.19) and (1.20) with δ 6 δ1, where E2 := E1 + c5(ρ‖u‖20 + κ‖∇η‖20)
satisfies

‖(u,√κ∇η)‖22 . E2 . ‖(u,√κ∇η)‖22.
An integration of (2.28) over (0, t) yields that there is a constant c1 > 1, such that

‖(u,√κ∇η)‖22 + c

∫ t

0

‖∇(u,
√
κη)‖22dτ 6 c1I

h
0 (u

0, η0) for any t ∈ [0, T ), (2.29)

which gives the desired stability estimate (1.11). Finally, if we take

K := 2
√

c1Ih0 (u
0, η0), (2.30)

we obtain (1.18) under the assumptions (1.19) and (1.20) with δ 6 δ1.
Next we introduce the local well-posedness for the initial value problem (1.8)–(1.9).

Proposition 2.1. Let B1 > 0, (η0, u0) ∈ H3×H2 satisfy ‖u0‖2 6 B1, let ζ
0 := η0+ y and A0 be

defined by ζ0. Then there is a constant δ2 ∈ (0, 1], such that for (η0, u0) satisfying divA0u0 = 0
and

‖∇η0‖2 6 δ2, (2.31)

the initial value problem (1.8)–(1.9) has a unique strong solution (η, u, q) ∈ C0([0, T ), H3
∗,1) ×

UT × L∞(IT , H
2) for some T > 0 which may depend on B1, ρ and µ.

Proof. The proof of Proposition 2.1 will be provided in Section 5. �

With the priori estimate (2.29) (under the assumptions (1.19) and (1.20) with δ 6 δ1) and
Proposition 2.1 in hand, we can easily establish Theorem 1.1 as follows. Next, we briefly give
the proof.

Proof of Theorem 1.1. Let (η0, u0) ∈ H3
∗,1 ×H2, and κ be properly large so that

max{K,K4}/κ 6 min{δ1, δ22/2, 2c1δ22}, (2.32)

where K is defined by (2.30).
Noting that

K2 6
2K

3
+
K4

3
6 2max{K,K4}, (2.33)

we see that η0 satisfies (2.31) due to (2.32). Thus, by virtue of Proposition 2.1, there exists a
unique local solution (η, u, q) ∈ C0([0, Tmax), H3

∗,1) × UTmax × L∞(ITmax , H2) to the initial value
problem (1.8)–(1.9), where Tmax is the maximal time of existence. Let

T ∗ := sup
{

T ∈ ITmax

∣

∣ ‖(u(t),√κ∇η(t))‖2 6 K for any t 6 T
}

.
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Recalling the definition of K, we find that the definition of T ∗ makes sense and T ∗ > 0.
Now, we prove T ∗ = ∞ by contradiction. Assume that T ∗ < ∞. Noting that Tmax denotes

the maximal existence time and K/
√
κ 6 δ2 by virtue of (2.32) and (2.33), we apply Proposition

2.1 and recall the definition of Tmax to easily see that

lim sup
t→T ∗

‖(u(t),√κ∇η(t))‖22 = K. (2.34)

Since max{K,K4}/κ 6 δ1 and sup06t<T ∗ ‖(u(t),√κ∇η(t))‖2 6 K, we can show that the
solution (η, u) enjoys the stability estimate (2.29) with T ∗ in place of T by the regularity of
(η, u, q). More precisely, we have

‖(u(t),√κ∇η(t)‖2 6
√
c1‖(u0,

√
κ∇η0)‖2 6 K/2 for any t < T ∗,

which contradicts with (2.34). Hence, T ∗ = ∞.
This completes the proof of the existence and the estimate (1.11) in Theorem 1.1 with c2 :=

min{δ1, δ22/2, 2c1δ22}. The uniqueness of the global solution is obvious due to the uniqueness of
the local solution. In addition, (1.12)–(1.14) are obvious to obtain.

3. Proof of Theorem 1.2

This section is devoted to the proof of Theorem 1.2. We start with the proof of the first
conclusion.

3.1. Exponential stability

Let ū = u− (u0)T3 and ū0 := u0 − (u0)T3 , and we rewrite (1.8) as follows.















ηt = ū+ (u0)T3 ,

ρūt − µ∆Aū+∇Aq = κ∆η,

divAū = 0

(3.1)

with initial value condition
(η, ū)|t=0 = (η0, ū0) in T

3.

Then, following the arguments used in the derivation of (2.28), we have

d

dt
Ē2 + c‖∇(ū,

√
κη)‖22 6 0, (3.2)

where Ē2 is defined as E2 with u replaced by ū, and satisfies

‖(ū,√κ∇η)‖22 . Ē2 . ‖(ū,√κ∇η)‖22. (3.3)

Noting that (ū)T3 = 0, we further deduce from (3.2) and (3.3) that

d

dt
Ē2 + c3(Ē2 + ‖ū‖23 + κ‖∇η‖22) 6 0, (3.4)

which implies (1.21) immediately.
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3.2. Large-time behavior of η

Let η̄ := η − η(yh, 0, t), then by virtue of (1.21),

‖∂3η̄‖20 +
∫ t

0

‖∂3η̄‖20ec3(τ−t)dτ . e−c3tIh0 (ū
0, η0)/κ.

Recalling η̄|y3=0 = η̄|y3=2π = 0, we use Wirtinger’s inequality (see (4.27) in [14] or the first formula
after (3.56) in [15]) to infer that

‖η̄‖20 +
∫ t

0

‖η̄‖20ec3(τ−t)dτ . e−c3tIh0 (ū
0, η0)/κ. (3.5)

In view of the trace estimate (see [17, Lemma 9.7])

‖f |y3=a‖H1/2((0,2π)2) .0 ‖f‖1 for any f ∈ H1 and for any a ∈ (0, 2π),

we have
‖∇η̄‖21 62(‖∇η‖21 + ‖∇η(yh, 0, t)‖21)

=2

(

‖∇η‖21 +
∑

16α1+α262

‖∂α1

1 ∂α2

2 η(yh, 0, t)‖20

)

. ‖∇η‖22.

Thus, by (1.21),

‖∇η̄‖21 +
∫ t

0

‖∇η̄‖21ec3(τ−t)dτ . e−c3tIh0 (ū
0, η0)/κ,

which, together with (3.5), yields (1.22).
Now we turn to derive (1.23). By (3.1)1, we have

η − (u0)T3t = f(y, t) := η0 +

∫ t

0

ūdτ.

From the estimate of ∇η in (1.21) we easily get

∇f(y, t) → 0 strongly in H2 as t→ ∞. (3.6)

We use the estimate of ū in (1.21) to deduce that

‖f(y, t)‖22 . ‖η0‖22 + Ih0 (ū
0, η0).

Therefore, there exists a sequence {tn}∞n=1, such that

f(y, tn) → ̟ strongly in H1 as tn → ∞.

In view of (3.6), we immediately see that ̟ is a constant vector.
Recalling the definition of f and the fact (ū)T3 = 0, one has

∫

η0dy =

∫

f(y, tn)dy →
∫

̟dy,

which implies ̟ = (η0)T3/8π3. Since the vector ̟ is uniquely determined by η0, we can easily
prove by contradiction that

f(y, t) → ̟ strongly in H1 as t→ ∞.

Thus, for any t > 0,

(f(y, t)−̟)T3 = 0. (3.7)

Thanks to (1.21), (3.7) and Poincáre’s inequality, we obtain (1.23).
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3.3. Stability of (η, u) around (ηl, ul)

Let (η0, u0) be given in Theorem 1.1. Then by the regularity theory of the Stokes problem,
there exists a unique solution (ηr, ur, Q1, Q2), satisfying











−∆ηr +∇Q1 = 0,

divηr = −divη0,

(ηr)T3 = 0

(3.8)

and










−∆ur +∇Q2 = 0,

divur = divÃ0u0,

(ur)T3 = 0,

(3.9)

where Ã0 := A0 − I. Moreover,

‖ηr‖3 . ‖divη0‖2 . ‖∇η0‖22, (3.10)

‖ur‖2 . ‖divÃ0u0‖1 . ‖Ã0‖2‖u0‖2 . ‖∇η0‖2‖u0‖2, (3.11)

where we have used the fact ‖∇η0‖2 .0 1 by (1.14) in the estimate (3.10).
Let η̃0 = η0 + ηr and ũ0 = u0 + ur. Then it is easy to see that (η̃0, ũ0) ∈ H3

σ × H2
σ. Thus

there exists a unique global solution (ηl, ul) ∈ C0(R+
0 , H

3)× U∞ to (1.17) with initial condition
(ηl, ul)|t=0 = (η̃0, ũ0) and with

∇ql = 0. (3.12)

For the proof of the above claim, we refer to the proof of Proposition 5.1 in Section 5.1. Moreover,

divηl = divη̃0 = 0. (3.13)

Let ūl := ul− (ũ0)T3 and ūl0 := u0+ur− (u0)T3 . Then, similarly to (1.21), and utilizing (3.10)
and (3.11), one can also get 1

‖(ūl,√κ∇ηl)‖22 +
∫ t

0

(‖ūl‖23 + κ‖∇ηl‖22)ec3(τ−t)dτ

. e−c3tIh0 (ū
l
0, η̃

0) . e−c3t(‖∇η0‖22Ih0 (u0, η0) + Ih0 (ū
0, η0)). (3.14)

Now, if we subtract (1.17) and (1.25) from the initial value problem (1.8) and (1.9), then we
get























ηdt = ud,

ρudt +∇qd −∆(µud + κηd) = N 1,

divud = −divÃu,

(ηd, ud)|t=0 = −(ηr, ur).

(3.15)

1 It should be remarked that three constants c3 in (3.4), (3.14) and (3.20) can be taken to be equal.
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Thus we can follow the arguments used in Lemmas 2.2–2.4 with necessary slight modifications
to deduce from (3.15) that

d

dt

(

ρ‖∇iud‖20 + κ‖∇i+1ηd‖20
)

+ µ‖∇i+1ud‖20
. ‖∇η‖2‖∇iu‖1‖∇qd‖1 + ‖∇iud‖1‖N 1‖1, (3.16)

d

dt

(

ρ
∑

|α|=2

∫

∂αηd∂αuddy +
µ

2
‖∇3ηd‖20

)

+ κ‖∇3ηd‖20

6 ρ‖∇2ud‖20 + ‖divηd‖2‖∇qd‖1 + ‖∇ηd‖2‖N 1‖1, (3.17)

where i = 0 and 2.
In view of (1.14), one has

‖N 1‖1 . ‖∇η‖2(‖∇u‖2 + ‖∇q‖1). (3.18)

In addition, we employ (1.5) with J = 1, (3.8)3 and (3.9)3 to deduce from (3.15)1 and (3.15)2
that

(ud)T3 = 0 and (ηd)T3 = 0 for any t > 0. (3.19)

Consequently, with the help of (3.12), (3.13), (3.18) and (3.19), we argue, similarly to (3.4), to
get from (3.16)–(3.17) that

d

dt
Ed
2 + c3(Ed

2 + ‖ud‖23 + κ‖∇ηd‖22) . ‖∇q‖1(‖∇η‖2(‖u‖1 + ‖∇u‖2) + ‖divη‖2)
+ ‖∇η‖2‖∇(ηd, ud)‖2(‖∇u‖2 + ‖∇q‖1), (3.20)

where Ed
2 , defined as E2 with (η, u) replaced by (ηd, ud), satisfies the estimate

‖ud‖22 + κ‖ηd‖23 . Ed
2 . ‖ud‖22 + κ‖ηd‖23.

Multiplying (3.20) by ec3t, integrating the resulting inequality over (0, t), we make use of
(1.11)–(1.13), and (1.21), (3.14) and Young’s inequality to obtain

‖ud‖22 + κ‖ηd‖23 +
∫ t

0

(‖ud‖23 + κ‖∇ηd‖22)ec3(τ−t)dτ

.
√
κ−1max{1,√κ−1}e−c3t

×
(

√

Ih0 (u
0, η0) + Ih0 (u

0, η0)

)

(‖∇η0‖22Ih0 (u0, η0) + Ih0 (ū
0, η0)).

Recalling (ηd)T3 = 0, we further conclude (1.24). This completes the proof of Theorem 1.2.

4. Proof of Theorems 1.4 and 1.5

In this section we give the proof of Theorems 1.4 and 1.5. Since the proof is similar to that
of Theorems 1.1 and 1.2, next we only sketch the proof of Theorems 1.4 and 1.5.

The key step to get Theorem 1.4 is also to establish the a priori stability estimate. To this
end, let (η, u) be a solution of the initial value problem (1.32) and (1.33), and satisfy η0 ∈ H3

∗ ,

sup
06t<T

‖(u(t),√κ∇η(t))‖2 6 KP for any given T, (4.1)
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and
max{K2/3

P , K2
P}/κ 6 δ2 ∈ (0, 1], (4.2)

where KP will be given by (4.20) and δ is a sufficiently small constant. We remark here that the
smallness of δ only depends on P (·), ρ̄, µ and λ.

In addition, under the assumptions (4.1) and (4.2), one has

sup
06t<T

‖∇η(t)‖2 6 δ. (4.3)

Then, the following preliminary estimates can be established.

Lemma 4.1. Let η satisfy (4.3) with sufficiently small δ, then

1/2 6 J 6 3/2, (4.4)

‖J − 1‖2 .0 ‖∇η‖2, (4.5)

‖J−1 − 1 + divη‖2 .0 ‖∇η‖22, (4.6)

‖Ã‖2 .0 ‖∇η‖2, (4.7)

where J := | det(∇η + I)|.

Proof. Recalling the second identity in (2.13) and the derivation of (2.14), we see that

J = 1 + divη + rη (4.8)

and
‖rη‖2 .0 ‖∇η‖22. (4.9)

Then, from (4.3), (4.8) and (4.9) we get (4.5), while the estimate (4.4) follows from (2.8) and
(4.5).

In view of (4.8), we find that

J−1 − 1 + divη = (1− J−1 − divη) (divη + rη) + divη (divη + rη)− rη.

Thus we can easily derive (4.6) from the above relation.
By (4.6) we see that

‖∇J−1‖1 .0 ‖∇η‖2.

Recalling the derivation of (2.12), we have

‖(A∗
ij)3×3 − I‖2 .0 ‖∇η‖22.

Thanks to (4.4), (4.5) and the above two estimates, we easily obtain (4.7) from the following
relation

Ã = J−1((A∗
ij)

T
3×3 − I + (1− J)I).

This completes the proof of Lemma 4.1. �

Next, we continue to derive more estimates for (η, u).
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Lemma 4.2. Under the conditions (4.1)–(4.2) with sufficiently small δ, we have

1

2

d

dt

(

ρ̄‖u‖20 + ρ̄

∫ ∫ ρ̄J−1

ρ̄/4

P (z)

z2
dzdy + κ‖∇η‖20

)

+ µ‖∇Au‖20 + λ‖divAu‖20 6 0, (4.10)

d

dt

(

ρ̄‖∇2u‖20 + P ′(ρ̄)ρ̄‖∇2divη‖20 + κ‖∇3η‖20
)

+ µ‖∇3u‖20 + λ‖∇2divu‖20 .P δκ‖∇η‖22. (4.11)

Proof. (1) Multiplying (1.32)2 by u in L2 and using (1.5), we obtain

1

2

d

dt

(

ρ̄‖u‖20 + 2

∫

J∇AP (ρ̄J
−1) · udy + κ‖∇η‖20

)

+ µ‖
√
J∇Au‖20 + λ‖

√
JdivAu‖20 6 0. (4.12)

By virtue of (1.29),

∫

J∇AP (ρ̄J
−1) · udy = ρ̄

d

dt

∫ ∫ ρ̄J−1

ρ̄/4

P (z)

z2
dzdy.

Substituting the above identity into (4.12) and utilizing (4.4), we get (4.10).
(2) Now we turn to the proof of (4.11). We begin with rewriting (1.32)2 into a nonhomoge-

neous form:

ρ̄ut −∇(P ′(ρ̄)ρ̄ divη + λdivu)−∆(µu+ κη) = N 2, (4.13)

where

N 2 :=µ(divÃ∇Au+ div∇Ãu) + λ(∇ÃdivAu+∇divÃu)

+ (J − 1)(µ∆Au+ λ∇AdivAu)− (J − 1)∇AP (ρ̄J
−1)−∇ÃP (ρ̄J

−1)

−∇
(

P ′(ρ̄)ρ̄(J−1 − 1 + divη) +

∫ ρ̄(J−1−1)

0

(ρ̄(J−1 − 1)− z)
d2

dz2
P (ρ̄+ z)dz

)

.

Taking α with |α| = 2 and applying ∂α to (4.13), then multiplying (4.13) by ∂αu in L2, we
find that

1

2

d

dt

(

ρ̄‖∂αu‖20 + P ′(ρ̄)ρ̄‖∂αdivη‖20 + κ‖∇∂αη‖20
)

+ µ‖∇∂αu‖20 + λ‖div∂αu‖20 =
∫

∂αN 1 · ∂αudy =: I5. (4.14)

Thanks to Lemma 4.1, we can follow the proof procedure used for (2.22) to deduce that

I5 6 ‖∇N 2‖0‖∇3u‖0 .P ‖∇η‖2‖∇(η, u)‖2‖∇3u‖0. (4.15)

Substituting the above estimate into (4.14), using (4.1) and (4.2), we get (4.11). �

Lemma 4.3. Under the assumptions (4.1)–(4.2) with sufficiently small δ, it holds that

d

dt



ρ̄
∑

|α|=2

∫

∂αη∂αudy +
µ

2
‖∇3η‖20 +

λ

2
‖∇2divη‖20





+ P ′(ρ̄)ρ̄‖∇2divη‖20 + κ‖∇3η‖20/2 6 ρ̄‖∇2u‖20 + δcP‖∇3u‖20. (4.16)
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Proof. Applying ∂α to (4.13) and multiplying the resulting identity by ∂αη in L2, one gets

d

dt

(

ρ̄

∫

∂αη∂αudy +
µ

2
‖∇∂αη‖20 +

λ

2
‖div∂αη‖20

)

+ P ′(ρ̄)ρ̄‖div∂αη‖20 + κ‖∇∂αη‖20 = ρ̄‖∂αu‖20 + I6, (4.17)

where |α| = 2 and

I6 :=

∫

∂αN 2 · ∂αηdy.

Analogously to (4.15), the integral I6 can be bounded as follows.

|I6| 6 ‖∇N 2‖0‖∇3η‖0 .P ‖∇η‖22‖∇(η, u)‖2.

Inserting the above estimate into (4.17), and using (4.1), (4.2) and Young’s inequality, we obtain
(4.16). �

With the help of Lemmas 4.2–4.3, we can use the same arguments as for (2.28) to deduce
that there are constants δP1 ∈ (0, 1], cP4 , c

P
5 and cP, such that for any δ ∈ (0, δP1 ],

d

dt
EP
2 + cP‖∇(u,

√
κη)‖22 6 0, (4.18)

where

EP
2 :=cP4 (ρ̄‖∇2u‖20 + P ′(ρ̄)ρ̄‖∇2divη‖20 + κ‖∇3η‖20) + ρ̄

∑

|α|=2

∫

∂αη∂αudy

+
µ

2
‖∇3η‖20 +

λ

2
‖∇2divη‖20 + cP5

(

ρ̄‖u‖20 + ρ̄

∫ ∫ ρ̄J−1

ρ̄/4

P (z)

z2
dzdy + κ‖∇η‖20

)

,

and EP
2 satisfies

‖(u,√κ∇η)‖22 .P EP
2 .P ‖(u,√κ∇η)‖22.

An integration of (4.18) over (0, t) implies that under the assumptions (4.1)–(4.2) with δ 6 δP1 ,
one has

‖(u,√κ∇η)‖22 +
∫ t

0

‖∇(u,
√
κη)‖22dτ 6 K2

P/4 for any t ≥ 0, (4.19)

where cP1 > 1 and

KP := 2
√

cP1 I
h
0 (u

0, η0). (4.20)

Similarly to Proposition 2.1, we have the following local well-posedness result for the initial
value problem (1.32)–(1.33):

Proposition 4.1. Let BP
1 > 0 be a given constant, (η0, u0) ∈ H3 ×H2 and ‖u0‖2 6 BP

1 . There
is a sufficiently small δP2 ∈ (0, 1], such that if η0 satisfy ‖∇η0‖22 6 δP2 , then 3/4 6 det(∇η0+ I) 6
5/4, and there exists a unique strong solution (η, u) ∈ C0([0, T ), H3) × UT to the initial value
problem (1.32)–(1.33) for some T > 0, depending possibly on BP

1 , P (·), ρ̄, µ and λ. Moreover,
1/2 6 J 6 3/2.

Proof. Proposition 4.1 can be easily obtained by employing the same arguments as for Propo-
sition 2.1, and hence its proof will be omitted here. �
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Finally, with the help of (4.19) and Proposition 4.1, we can argue in a manner similar to the
proof of Theorem 1.1 to easily get Theorem 1.4.

Next, we turn to the proof of Theorem 1.5. An integration of (1.32)2 over T
3 results in

d
dt

∫

udy = 0. Thus, employing arguments similar to those in Section 3.1, we can deduce that
(η, u) satisfies (1.21)–(1.23) with c3 replaced by some positive constant cP3 .

We now prove (1.34). Let (η0, u0) be given in Theorem 1.4, then there is a unique global
solution (ηl, ul) ∈ C0(R+

0 , H
3)× U∞ to (1.35) with initial data (η0, u0), satisfying

‖(ūl,√κ∇ηl)‖22 +
∫ t

0

(‖ūl‖23 + κ‖∇ηl‖22)ec
P

3
(τ−t)dτ . e−cP

3
tIh0 (ū

0, η0), (4.21)

where ūl := ul − (u0)T3 .
Subtracting the initial value problem (1.35) from (1.32)–(1.33), one gets















ηdt = ud,

ρ̄udt −∇(P ′(ρ̄)ρ̄ divηd + λdivud)−∆(µud + κηd) = N 2,

(ηd, ud)|t=0 = 0.

(4.22)

So, we employ arguments similar to those in deriving Lemmas 4.2–4.3 to arrive at

d

dt

(

ρ̄‖∇iud‖20 + P ′(ρ̄)ρ̄‖∇idivηd‖2 + κ‖∇i+1ηd‖20
)

+ µ‖∇i+1ud‖20 + λ‖∇idivud‖20
.P ‖∇η‖2‖∇iud‖1‖∇(η, u)‖2, i = 0 and 2, (4.23)

d

dt



ρ̄
∑

|α|=2

∫

∂αηd∂αuddy +
µ

2
‖∇3ηd‖20 +

λ

2
‖∇2divηd‖20





+ P ′(ρ̄)ρ̄‖∇2divη‖20 + κ‖∇3ηd‖20/2 6 ρ̄‖∇2u‖22 + cP‖∇η‖2‖∇ηd‖2‖∇(η, u)‖2. (4.24)

In addition, we can derive from (4.22) that (ηd)T3 = (ud)T3 = 0. Thus, similarly to (3.20), we
further get from (4.23)–(4.24) that

d

dt
EP,d
2 + cP3 (EP,d

2 + ‖ud‖23 + κ‖∇ηd‖22) .P ‖∇η‖2‖∇(ηd, ud)‖2‖∇(η, u)‖2, (4.25)

where EP,d
2 is defined as EP

2 with (η, u) replaced by (ηd, ud), and satisfies the estimate

‖ud‖22 + κ‖ηd‖23 .P EP,d
2 .P ‖ud‖22 + κ‖ηd‖23.

Noting that (η, u) also satisfies (1.21) with cP3 in place of c3, integrating (4.25) over (0, t) and
then using (1.21) with c3 replaced by cP3 , and (4.21), we immediately obtain the desired estimate
(1.34). This completes the proof of Theorem 1.5.

5. Proof of Proposition 2.1

In this section we give the proof of Proposition 2.1 which is divided into four subsections.
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5.1. Solutions of the linearized problem

For given (η0, w), consider the solution of the initial value problem:



















ηt = u,

ρut +∇Aq − µ∆Au = κ∆η,

divAu = 0,

u|t=0 = u0,

(5.1)

where A is defined by ζ and

ζ =

∫ t

0

wdy + η0 + y. (5.2)

Then we have the following conclusion:

Proposition 5.1. Let B2 > 1, (η0, u0) ∈ H3 ×H2. Assume

w ∈ C0(ĪT , H
2) ∩ L2(IT , H

3), wt ∈ L2(IT , H
1), w|t=0 = u0, (5.3)

√

‖∇w‖2
C0(IT ,H1)

+ ‖∇w‖2L2(IT ,H2) + ‖∇wt‖2L2(IT ,L2) 6 B2, (5.4)

then there are a sufficiently small constant δ3 ∈ (0, 1] independent of any parameters, and a local
existence time

T ∈ (0,min{1, (δ3/2B2)
4}], (5.5)

such that for any η0 satisfying ‖∇η0‖2 6 δ3, there exists a unique local strong solution (u, q) ∈
UT × L∞(IT , H

2 to (5.1). Moreover,

‖Ã‖2 .0 ‖∇η‖2 .0 δ, ‖Ãt‖1 .0 ‖∇w‖1,
‖u‖UT

+ ‖q‖QT
6 cκ(1 + ‖u0‖32) + ‖∇w‖C0(IT ,H1)/2, (5.6)

‖∇q‖L∞(IT ,H1) .κ B2

√

1 + ‖u0‖42 +B2(1 + ‖u0‖32) + 1. (5.7)

Proof. Let η := ζ − y with ζ being given by (5.2), ‖∇η0‖2 6 δ/2 and T satisfy

T ∈ (0, 1] and 2T 1/4B2 6 δ ∈ (0, 1]. (5.8)

By virtue of (5.4) and (5.8), it is easy to check that ∇η ∈ C0(ĪT , H
2) and

‖∇η(t)‖2 6 δ/2 +
√
t‖∇w‖L2(IT ,H2) 6 δ for any t ∈ IT . (5.9)

Moreover, by (5.9) we have for sufficiently small δ that

1/2 6 J 6 3/2, (5.10)

‖Ãt‖j .0 ‖∇w‖j for 1 6 j 6 2, (5.11)

‖Ã‖2 .0 ‖∇η‖2. (5.12)

Inspired by the proof of [5, Theorem 4.3], our next step is to solve the linear problem (5.1)
by applying the Galerkin method. The space H2

σ possesses a countable orthogonal basis {ϕi}∞i=1,
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since it is a separable Hilbert space. For each m > 1 we define ψi = ψi(t) := ∇ζϕi, where
ζ = η+ y. Then, by (5.9), ψi(t) ∈ H(t) := {u ∈ H2 | divAu = 0} and {ψi(t)}∞i=1 is a basis of H(t)
for each t ∈ IT . Moreover,

ψi
t = Rψi, (5.13)

where R := ∇wAT. Thanks to (5.9), (5.11) and (5.12), we have upper bounds:

‖R‖j .0 ‖∇w‖j for 0 6 j 6 2, (5.14)

‖R‖L∞ .0 ‖∇w‖L∞ .0 ‖∇w‖1/21 ‖∇w‖1/22 , (5.15)

‖∇R‖L3 .0 ‖∇R‖1/20 ‖∇R‖1/2L6 .0 ‖∇w‖1/21 ‖∇w‖1/22 , (5.16)

‖Rt‖0 . ‖∇wt‖0 + ‖∇w‖21. (5.17)

For any integer m > 1, we define the finite-dimensional space Hm(t) := span{ψ1, . . . , ψm} ⊂
H(t), and write Pm(t) : H(t) → Hm(t) for the H orthogonal projection onto Hm(t). Clearly, for
each v ∈ H(t), Pm(t)v → v as m→ ∞ and ‖Pm(t)v‖2 6 ‖v‖2.

Now we define an approximate solution

um(t) = amj (t)ψ
j with amj : IT → R for j = 1, . . . , m,

where m > 1 is given. We want to choose the coefficients amj , so that for any 1 6 i 6 m,

ρ

∫

umt · ψidy + µ

∫

∇Au
m : ∇Aψ

idy = κ

∫

∆η · ψidy (5.18)

with initial data
um(0) = Pmu0 ∈ Hm.

Let

A := (am1 , , . . . , a
m
m)

T, X :=

(

ρ

∫

ψi · ψjdy

)

m×m

,

Y := κ

(
∫

∆η · ψ1dy, . . . ,

∫

∆η · ψmdy

)T

,

Z :=

(∫

(

ρRψi · ψj + µ∇Aψ
i : ∇Aψ

j
)

dy

)

m×m

.

By the regularity of w in (5.3), we have

X, Y ∈ C1,1/2(IT ), Z ∈ C0,1/2(IT ) and Zt ∈ L2(IT ). (5.19)

Noting that X is invertible, we can thus make use of (5.13) to rewrite (5.18) as follows.

At = X−1(Y − ZA). (5.20)

By virtue of the well-posedness theory of ODEs (see [33, Section 6 in Chapter II]), the equation
(5.20) has a unique solution A ∈ C1,1/2(IT ). Thus, we have gotten the existence of the approxi-
mate solution um(t) = amj (t)ψ

j. Moreover, it is easy to see that ämj (t) ∈ L2(IT ) by the regularity
(5.19). Next, we derive uniform-in-m estimates for um.

Thanks to (2.5), we easily derive from (5.18) with um in place of ψ that for sufficiently small
δ,

d

dt
‖um‖20 + c0‖∇um‖20 .0 ‖∇η‖20. (5.21)
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By (5.13),
umt − Rum = ȧmi ψ

i. (5.22)

Then we can replace ψ by ȧmi ψ
i in (5.18) to deduce that

ρ‖umt ‖20 + µ

∫

∇Au
m : ∇Au

m
t d = ρ

∫

umt · (Rum)dyy

+ µ

∫

∇Au
m : ∇A(Ru

m)dy + κ

∫

∆η · (umt − Rum) dy. (5.23)

From (5.23) we can further deduce that

µ
d

dt
‖∇Au

m‖20 + ρ‖umt ‖20 .κ ‖(Rum,∆η)‖20 + ‖∇um‖0(‖∇(Rum)‖0 + ‖At‖L∞‖∇um‖0)
.κ ‖∇w‖2(1 + ‖∇w‖1)(‖um‖20 + ‖∇Au

m‖20) + ‖∇η‖21, (5.24)

where we have used (2.8), (5.11), (5.15) and (5.16) in the last inequality.
Summing up (5.21) and (5.24), and using Gronwall’s lemma, (5.8) and (5.9), we infer that

for any t ∈ IT ,

‖um‖21 +
∫ t

0

‖(∇um, umt )‖20dτ .κ (1 + ‖Pmu0‖21)e
∫ t
0
‖∇w‖2(1+‖∇w‖1)dτ

×
(

1 +

∫ t

0

‖∇w‖2(1 + ‖∇w‖1)dτ
)

. 1 + ‖u0‖22. (5.25)

In view of (5.13), we get from (5.18) that

ρ

∫

umtt · ψdy + µ

∫

∇Au
m
t : ∇Aψdy = κ

∫

(∆w · ψ +∆η · (Rψ))dy − ρ

∫

umt · (Rψ)dy

− µ

∫

(∇Atu
m : ∇Aψ +∇Au

m : (∇Atψ +∇A(Rψ))dy a.e. in IT . (5.26)

Noting that (referring to [29, Theorem 1.67])

1

2
‖umt ‖20 −

∫

umt · (Rum)dy −
(

1

2
‖umt ‖20 −

∫

umt · (Rum)dy
)∣

∣

∣

∣

t=0

=

∫ t

0

(
∫

umττ · (umτ −Rum)dy −
∫

umτ · (Rum)τdy
)

dτ,

and utilizing (5.22) and the above identity, we deduce from (5.26) with ψ replaced by (umt −Rum)
that

ρ

(

1

2
‖umt ‖20 −

∫

umt · (Rum)dy
)

+ µ

∫ t

0

‖∇Au
m
τ ‖20dτ

= ρ

(

1

2
‖umt ‖20 −

∫

umt · (Rum)dy
)∣

∣

∣

∣

t=0

+ I7, (5.27)
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where

I7 :=

∫ t

0

(

κ

∫

(∆w · (umτ − Rum) + ∆η · (R(umτ − Rum)))dy

+ ρ

∫

(umτ · (R2um)− 2umτ · (Rumτ )− umτ · (Rτu
m))dy

− µ

∫

(∇Au
m : (∇Aτ (u

m
τ − Rum) +∇A(R(u

m
τ − Rum)))

+∇Aτu
m : ∇A(u

m
τ −Rum)−∇Au

m
τ : ∇A(Ru

m))dy

)

dτ.

Recalling that

‖∇w‖0 6
∫ t

0

‖∇wτ‖0dτ + ‖∇u0‖0,

we make use of (5.8), and (5.14), (5.25) and the above estimate to deduce from (5.27) that

‖umt ‖20 +
∫ t

0

‖∇umτ ‖20dτ .κ ‖∇w‖0‖∇w‖1‖um‖21 + ‖∇w0‖21‖u0‖22 + ‖umt |t=0‖20 + I7

.κ ‖∇w‖1(1 + ‖u0‖32) + ‖u0‖42 + ‖umt |t=0‖20 + I7, (5.28)

where the last two terms on the right hand of (5.28) can be bounded as follows. Replacing ψ by
(umt − Rum) in (5.18), one sees that

ρ‖umt ‖20 =κ
∫

∆η · (umt − Rum)dy + µ

∫

∆Au
m : (umt − Rum)dy + ρ

∫

umt · (Rum)dy,

whence,
‖umt ‖20 .κ ‖∇(η, um)‖21 + ‖∇w‖21‖um‖21 for any t ∈ [0, T ).

In particular,
‖umt |t=0‖20 .κ ‖∇η0‖21 + (1 + ‖u0‖22)2 .κ 1 + ‖u0‖42. (5.29)

On the other hand, the last term on the right hand of (5.27) can be estimated as follows.

I7 .κ

∫ t

0

(‖um‖1(‖R‖1‖∇w‖1 + ‖R‖21 + ‖Rτ‖0(‖umτ ‖0 + ‖umτ ‖1/20 ‖∇umτ ‖1/20 ) + (‖R‖L∞

+ ‖∇R‖L3 + ‖Aτ‖1/21 ‖Aτ‖1/22 )(‖∇umτ ‖0 + ‖um‖1(‖R‖L∞ + ‖∇R‖L3)))

+ ‖umτ ‖0(‖∇w‖1 + ‖R‖1 + (‖R‖21 + ‖∇R‖L3)‖um‖1) + ‖umτ ‖20‖R‖L∞)dτ

.κ(1 + ‖u0‖22)
(

1 + sup
t∈IT

‖umτ ‖0 +
(
∫ t

0

‖∇umτ ‖20dτ
)1/2

)

+ δ sup
t∈IT

‖umτ ‖20, (5.30)

where one has used (5.8), (5.11) and (5.14)–(5.17) in the second inequality in (5.30).
Putting (5.29) and (5.30) into (5.28), we get for sufficiently small δ that

sup
t∈IT

‖umt ‖20 + ‖umt ‖2L2(IT ,H1) .κ 1 + ‖u0‖42 + ‖∇w‖C0(IT ,H1)(1 + ‖u0‖32). (5.31)

Summing up (5.25) and (5.31), we conclude

sup
t∈IT

(‖um‖21 + ‖umt ‖20) + ‖(um, umt )‖2L2(IT ,H1) .κ 1 + ‖u0‖42 + ‖∇w‖C0(IT ,H1)(1 + ‖u0‖32). (5.32)
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In view of (5.32), up to the extraction of a subsequence, we have, as m→ ∞,

(um, umt ) → (u, ut) weakly-* in L∞(IT , H
1 × L2),

(um, umt ) → (u, ut) weakly in L2(IT , H
1 ×H1),

u(0) = u0 and divAu = 0.

Moreover,

‖ut‖2L∞(IT ,L2) + ‖ut‖2L2(IT ,H1) .κ 1 + ‖u0‖42 + ‖∇w‖C0(IT ,H1)(1 + ‖u0‖32). (5.33)

Thus, taking to the limit as m→ ∞ in (5.18), we obtain that for any φ ∈ H,

ρ

∫

ut · φdy + µ

∫

∇Au : ∇Aφdy = κ

∫

∆η · φdy a.e. in IT , (5.34)

which can be regarded as a weak solution of the following Stokes equations

∇Aq − µ∆Au = F := κ∆η − ρut ∈ L∞(IT , L
2) ∩ L2(IT , H

1).

Next, we want to show spatial regularity of u. For this purpose, we further assume that δ is
so small that η satisfies (1.26), we also refer the reader to the proof of (4.3) in [14, Lemama 4.2].

Let F̃ = F (ζ−1, t), then F̃ is also a periodic function defined on T
3. Moreover, by virtue of

(5.10),

ess sup
t∈IT

‖F‖20 +
∫ T

0

‖F‖21dτ <∞.

Applying the regularity theory of the Stokes problem, we have that for any given t ∈ IT , there is
a unique strong solution v(x, t) ∈ H3 with a unique associated function p(y, t) ∈ H3, such that

{

∇p− µ∆v = F̃ ,

divv = 0.
(5.35)

Moreover, for k = 0 and 1 it holds that ‖v‖2+k + ‖∇p‖k . ‖F̃‖k.
Let w = v(ζ, t) and q = p(ζ, t)−(p(ζ, t))T3, then (w, q) ∈ H3×H2 for given t ∈ IT . Moreover,

by (5.35) one sees
{

∇Aq − µ∆Aw = F,

divAw = 0.
(5.36)

Obviously, u = w by (5.34).
Now, we further rewrite (5.36) with u in place w as follows.

{

∇q − µ∆u = G := F + µ(divÃ∇Au+ div∇Ãu)−∇Ãq,

divu = −divÃu.

Then, we apply the regularity theory for the Stokes equation to get that for sufficiently small δ,

‖u‖2+k + ‖∇q‖k .κ ‖ut‖k + ‖∇η‖1+k .κ 1 + ‖ut‖k for k = 0, 1. (5.37)

Consequently, combining (5.33) with (5.37), we arrive at the estimate

‖u‖UT
+ ‖q‖QT

.κ 1 + ‖u0‖22 +
√

‖∇w‖C0(IT ,H1)(1 + ‖u0‖32),
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which, together with Young’s inequality, yields (5.6). Moreover, analogously to (2.15), we obtain
(5.7).

Since u ∈ L2(IT , H
3) and ut ∈ L2(IT , H

1), u ∈ C0(IT , H
2) by means of a classical regulariza-

tion method (please refer to [5, Lemma A.4]).
Finally, the solution (u, q) to the linear problem (5.1) is obviously unique in the function class

UT × L∞(IT , H
2). This completes the proof of Proposition 5.1. �

5.2. Proof of Proposition 2.1

Let B1 > 0 be fixed, (η0, u0) ∈ H3 ×H2, ‖u0‖2 6 B1 and ‖∇η0‖22 6 δ 6 δ3. Denote

B2 := 2cκ(1 +B3
1) +B1,

where the constant cκ comes from the estimate (5.6). By Proposition 5.1, we can construct a
function sequence {uk, qk}∞k=1 defined on QT with T satisfying (5.5). Moreover,

• for k > 1, (uk+1, qk+1) ∈ UT × L∞(IT , H
2) and

{

ρuk+1
t +∇Akqk+1 − µ∆Akuk+1 = κ∆ηk,

divAkuk+1 = 0
(5.38)

with initial condition uk+1|t=0 = u0, where ηk :=
∫ t

0
ukdτ + η0 and Ak is defined by ζk :=

ηk + y;

• (u1, q1) is constructed by Proposition 5.1 with w = 0;

• the solution sequence {uk, qk}∞k=1 satisfies the following uniform estimates: For any k > 1,

‖Ãk‖2 .0 ‖∇ηk‖2 .0 δ, ‖Ak
t ‖1 .0 ‖∇uk‖1, (5.39)

‖uk‖UT
+ ‖qk‖QT

6 B2, ‖∇qk‖L∞(IT ,H1) .κ 1 +B2
2 . (5.40)

In order to take limits in (5.38), we have to show {uk, qk}∞k=1 is a Cauchy sequence. To this end,
we define for k > 2,

(ūk+1, q̄k+1) = (uk+1 − uk, qk+1 − qk),

which satisfies






















∆q̄k+1 = Mk,

ρūk+1
t +∇q̄k+1 − µ∆ūk+1 − κ∆η̄k = Nk,

divūk+1 = −(divÃk−Ãk−1uk+1 + divÃk−1 ūk+1)

ūk+1|t=0 = 0,

(5.41)

where

Mk :=κ∆(divη̄k + divÃk−Ãk−1ηk + divÃk−1 η̄k)

+ ρ(divAk
t −Ak−1

t
uk+1 + divAk−1

t
ūk)− (divÃk−Ãk−1∇Akqk+1 + divÃk−1∇Ãk−Ãk−1qk+1

+ divÃk−1∇Ãk−1 q̄k+1 + div(∇Ãk−Ãk−1qk+1 +∇Ãk−1 q̄k+1)),

Nk :=µ(divÃk−Ãk−1∇Akuk+1 + divÃk−1∇Ak−Ak−1uk+1 + divÃk−1∇Ak−1 ūk+1

+ div∇Ãk−Ãk−1uk+1 + div∇Ãk−1 ūk+1)− (∇Ãk−Ãk−1qk+1 +∇Ãk−1 q̄k+1).
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Keeping in mind that for sufficiently small δ,

‖Ak −Ak−1‖2 .0 ‖∇η̄k‖2 .0 T
1/2‖∇ūk‖L2(IT ,H2),

‖(Ak −Ak−1)t‖i .0 ‖∇ūk‖i + T 1/2‖∇(uk, uk−1)‖1‖∇ūk‖L2(IT ,H2) for i = 0, 1,

‖∇ūk‖0 6 T 1/2‖∇ūkt ‖L2(IT ,L2),

we make use of (5.39), (5.40) and the above three estimates to deduce from (5.41) that

‖∇q̄k+1‖L∞(IT ,H1) .κT
1/4(1 +B2

2)(‖∇ūk‖L2(IT ,H2)

+ ‖∇ūkt ‖L2(IT ,L2) + ‖∇ūk‖C0(IT ,H1)) (5.42)

and

‖∇2ūk+1‖2
C0(IT ,L2)

+ ‖∇3ūk+1‖2L2(IT ,L2) .κ T (1 +B4
2)‖∇ūk‖2L2(IT ,H2) + ‖∇q̄k+1‖2L∞(IT ,H1). (5.43)

In addition,

‖ūk+1
t ‖L∞(IT ,L2) + ‖ūk+1

t ‖L2(IT ,H1)

.κ ‖∇2ūk+1‖C0(IT ,L2) + (1 +B2
2)‖∇ūk‖L2(IT ,H2) + ‖∇q̄k+1‖L∞(IT ,H1). (5.44)

Noting that (ūk+1)T3 = 0 and (q̄k)T3 = 0, we put (5.42)–(5.44) together to conclude

‖ūk+1‖UT
+ ‖q̄k+1‖L∞(IT ,H2) 6 c̃T 1/4‖ūk+1‖UT

for some constant c̃ depending on B2, ρ, µ and κ.
Finally, we further require T 6 (2c̃)−4 to find that

‖ūk+1‖UT
+ ‖q̄k+1‖L∞(IT ,H2) 6 ‖ūk‖UT

/2 for any k > 1,

which implies

∞
∑

k=2

(‖ūk‖UT
+ ‖q̄k‖L∞(IT ,H2)) <∞.

Hence, {uk, qk}∞k=1 is a Cauchy sequence in UT × L∞(R+, H2) and

(ηk, uk, qk) → (η, u, q) (5.45)

strongly in C0(IT , H
3)× UT × L∞(R+, H2), where η :=

∫ t

0
udτ + η0.

Consequently, we easily see from (5.38) and (5.45) that (η, u, q) constructed above is a solution
to the initial value problem (1.8)–(1.9). The uniqueness of solutions to (1.8)–(1.9) in the function
class C0(IT , H

3)×UT ×L∞(R+, H2) can be easily verified by a standard energy method, and its
proof will be omitted here.
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